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Berkeley Futures Now Offering DMA Via All CQG Platforms
Berkeley Futures Limited, one of the UK’s leading independent Futures, Options and FX
brokers, announces it is now offering Direct Market Access, DMA, via all CQG platforms
including CQG Trader, QTrader, ChartTrader, CQG API and CQG’s flagship product CQG
Integrated Client.
Andrew Woodward, Founding Director of Berkeley Futures, said, “We are delighted to add
CQG to our existing suite of trading platforms. With CQG’s quality data and charting
packages and Berkeley’s 26 years of experience in the derivatives markets this partnership
will ensure we can offer our clients a premium brokerage service on all major Futures and
Options exchanges.”
"Partnering with Berkeley Futures results in improved trading access for professional
traders worldwide," said Mike Glista, CQG's Director of Order Routing. "Our suite of
powerful execution and charting tools provide broad market coverage and greater trading
capabilities to Berkeley's extensive client base."

About Berkeley Futures Limited
Berkeley Futures (www.bfl.co.uk) has offered dealing services in Derivatives to Institutions
and Individuals since 1986. Berkeley provides access to a wide variety of products both online and by telephone including Futures, Options, FX, Bullion, Contracts for Differences
(CFDs) and Equities. All client funds are segregated from the firm’s own funds. Berkeley acts
purely as broker, is not involved in proprietary trading, and executes all trading for clients
on a matched principal basis. Since 2008, Berkeley has been part-owned by Macquarie
Investments (UK) Limited, a UK investment subsidiary of Macquarie Group, a global provider
of banking, financial, advisory, investment and fund management services. Berkeley Futures
Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange, DGCX, Futures and Options Association
and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
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About CQG, Inc.
CQG, Inc. (www.cqg.com) provides high-performance trade routing, global market data,
and advanced technical analysis. CQG partners with more than seventy Futures Commission
Merchants and provides Direct Market Access to more than forty exchanges through its
global network of co-located Hosted Exchange Gateways. CQG's server-side order
management tools for spreading, market aggregation, and smart orders are unsurpassed for
speed and ease-of-use. CQG's market data feed consolidates more than one hundred
sources, including exchanges worldwide for futures, options, fixed income, foreign
exchange, and equities as well as data on debt securities, industry reports, and financial
indices. CQG has received the Best Technical Analysis Platform award from The Technical
Analyst. CQG is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with sales and support offices
worldwide.
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Futures, options and foreign exchange are high-risk areas of investment in which it is possible to lose in excess of your original
deposit. You should only consider utilising such funds in these markets which you can afford to lose. The information and
recommendations contained in this report are carefully researched but no guarantee, representation or warranty is made or
responsibility or liability accepted to its accuracy or completeness. Any opinion expressed in this document is a matter of
judgement at the time of writing and is subject to change without notice. For the purposes of the FSA, this communication has been
labelled a 'Marketing Communication' and as such constitutes 'Non Independent Research' under the FSA rules. Berkeley Futures
Limited, their associate companies and/or their clients, directors, employees and contributors may own or have a position in the
derivatives mentioned and may add to or dispose or such derivatives. Please bear in mind that, before publishing a research
recommendation, we may have acted upon it or made use of the information upon which it is based. This document is not and
should not be construed as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell any investment. Please note that trading in
futures, options and foreign exchange may not be suitable for you. Foreign exchange is traded off-exchange where the risks differ
from on-exchange transactions. If you are in any doubt please consult your financial adviser
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